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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been declared a
global pandemic. The overwhelming volume of confirmed cases
makes prevention and control a challenge. Despite this, numerous
knowledge gaps remain in the diagnosis, management and
prognostication of this novel coronavirus infection.
METHODS
This retrospective cohort study included patients with polymerase
chain reaction confirmed COVID-19. Binary logistic regression
was used to determine the association between the cardiac
biomarkers and in-hospital mortality. ROC, AUC and cutoff
analyses were used to determine optimal cutoff values for the
cardiac biomarkers.
RESULTS
Out of 224 rRT-PCR confirmed cases, 90 subjects with a complete
panel of cardiac biomarkers were included in this study. Sixtysix (77.6%) subjects survived, five were still admitted while
19 (22.4%) expired. Logistic regression analysis showed that
creatine kinase and hsTnI were independently associated with inhospital mortality (OR, 4.103 [95% CI, 1.241-13.563], p = 0.021;
and OR, 7.899 [95% CI, 2.430-25.675], p = 0.001, respectively).
ROC curve analysis showed that hsTnI was a good predictor
for in-hospital mortality (AUC, 0.829 [95% CI, 0.735-0.923], p
= <0.001). Optimal cutoff point derived from the ROC curve for
hsTnI was 0.010 ng/ml (J, 0.574) with a sensitivity of 84% (TPR,
0.842 [95%CI, 0.604-0.966]), specificity of 73% (TNR, 0.732 [95%
CI, 0.614-0.386]) , an adjusted negative predictive value of 99%
(Known prevalence*adjusted NPV, 0.989), a positive likelihood
ratio of 20% (LR+, 3.147 [95% CI, 2.044-4.844]).
CONCLUSION
High sensitivity troponin I level was a good tool in significantly
predicting in-hospital mortality.

INTRODUCTION
After coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been declared
a pandemic, there are now 6,702,699 COVID-19 cases
worldwide, with a computed prevalence rate of 83.8 per 100,000
and incidence rate of 38.2 per 100,000.1 As of May 2020, the
Philippines ranks 39th out of the 215 countries in the number of
cases with a case fatality rate of 4.4%. As the viral pandemic
decimates lives and paralyzes economies, numerous knowledge
gaps remain in the diagnosis, management and prognostication
of this novel coronavirus infection.
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This study aimed to determine the role of cardiac biomarkers as
predictor of in-hospital mortality among nucleic acid amplification
test (real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
or RT-PCR) positive patients for SARS-CoV-19 in Makati Medical
Center (MMC), a 600-bed capacity tertiary facility in Makati City,
Metro Manila, Philippines which was one of the frontline institutions
in the National Capital Region of the Philippines which battled the
first wave of COVID-19 starting in March 2020.

METHODS
This was a retrospective cohort of consecutive rRT-PCR
seropositive COVID-19 patients, aged 18-90 years, admitted at
MMC from February 1 to April 30, 2020. Those who stayed in the
hospital for less than six hours and those with no determination of
cardiac biomarkers were excluded. The patients were grouped
into non-severe and severe categories (the severe and critical
cases were grouped all together). Further, each category was
subcategorized as to the final clinical outcome – survivors and
non-survivors.
All data were extracted from electronic medical records and
patient charts: demographic data, i.e., age, sex, occupation,
body mass index, exposure and smoking history; clinical data,
i.e., signs or symptoms upon presentation, oxygen saturations,
and supplementations given, pre-existing comorbidities,
complications, and clinical outcome.
The results of the following laboratory parameters were noted
at baseline contact: complete blood count, platelet count,
creatinine, sodium, potassium, aspartate aminotransaminase
(AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), ferritin, C-reactive protein
(CRP), procalcitonin, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), hs troponin I
(hsTnI), total creatine kinase (tCK) and creatine kinase-MB (CKMB) isoenzyme. Data were entered into a password-protected
computerized database, cross-checked and encrypted.
The diagnosis was based on the World Health Organization
(WHO) interim guidelines.2 A confirmed case of COVID-19
was defined as a positive result on the rRT-PCR assay of
nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab specimens. Nonsevere cases are patients with uncomplicated upper respiratory
tract infection with non-specific symptoms such as fever, fatigue,
cough (with or without sputum production), respiratory rate of
fewer than 30 breaths/min, and sPO2 more than 93% at room
air; severe cases are patients with severe pneumonia with
either one of the following: dyspnea, the respiratory rate more
than 30 breaths/min, sPO2 less than or equal to 93% at room
air, the partial pressure of arterial oxygen to fraction of inspired
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oxygen (P/F) ratio of less than 300, sepsis or septic shock, and
lung infiltrates more than 50% within 24 to 48 hours; and critical
cases are those who are in respiratory failure, necessitating the
need for mechanical intubation, septic shock, and/or multiorgan
dysfunction or failure.3, 4 The primary composite end-point was
defined as an event where patients required either intensive care
monitoring, mechanical intubation and/or death.
The following in-hospital cardiovascular and other complications
were defined as follows: acute heart failure syndrome was
defined as a change in heart failure signs and symptoms
requiring urgent therapy; significant arrhythmia pertained to any
of the following, i.e., ventricular tachycardia, atrial/ventricular
fibrillation, and ectopic atrial rhythm; vasopressor requiring
shock defined as a hemodynamic instability requiring inotropic
use; acute respiratory distress syndrome was defined according
to the Berlin definition of 2012;5 acute kidney injury was defined
according to the Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes
guidelines.6

males, 39 (62.9%) in the non-severe, and 23 (37.1%) in the severe
category. A few, 7 (7.8%) were healthcare workers (Table 1).
CLINICAL PROFILE UPON PRESENTATION AND PREEXISTING CO-MORBID CONDITIONS
The three most common presenting symptoms were fever (65,
75.6%), cough (48, 55.8%) and sputum production (18, 20.9%)
as shown in Figure 1. All patients in the non-severe group (100%;
p = 0.013) and more than 90% of the non-survivors in the severe
group had cough (p = 0.003).

Figure 1: Distribution of Symptoms Presented by Patients
at the Emergency Department.

This study was conducted in compliance with all local and
national regulations and guidelines and in accordance with the
International Conference on Harmonization and Good Clinical
Practice. The protocol of this study was reviewed and approved
by the MMC Institutional Review Board. The privacy and
confidentiality of data were maintained in compliance with the
Philippine Data Privacy Act of 2012. The authors had no conflicts
of interest in the study.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Categorical variables were shown as counts and percentages,
and continuous variables as medians and interquartile ranges
(IQR). Mann-Whitney U test was performed for continuous
variables, and the 2 test and Fisher exact test were used for
categorical variables as appropriate. The Spearman rho for
nonparametric measures was used to measure the degree of
association of the cardiac biomarkers with the primary composite
endpoint and the disease severity. Kruskal-Wallis H test was
used to compare across groups. No imputation was made for
missing data.

The three most common co-morbid conditions were hypertension
(61, 67.8%), diabetes mellitus (30, 33.3%) and bronchial asthma
(15, 16.7%) as shown in Table 2. Fourteen (15.6%) had chronic
cardiac disease, and ten (11.1%) had chronic kidney disease.

Binary logistic regression analysis was used to determine the
association of cardiac biomarkers with mortality. The odds ratio
(OR) along with the 95% confidence interval (CI) were reported.
A p value of less than 0.05 was regarded as statistically
significant. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM
SPSS Statistics 22 for Windows, and NCSS 2020 Statistical
Software (2020). NCSS, LLC.

LABORATORY FINDINGS
As shown in Table 3, the median lymphocyte count of the
non-survivors in the severe category was significantly lower
than those who survived (1,250 cells/mm3 [IQR, 850-1,775] vs.
2,000 cells/mm3 [IQR, 1,600-2,700], p = 0.001). No statistically
significant difference for white blood cell count, platelet count
and hemoglobin level in both categories was found.

RESULTS
After carefully reviewing 224 records of confirmed COVID-19
patients for completion of data, 90 patients with cardiac
biomarker determinations were included in this study. In the
non-severe category, there were 60 cases, 59 (98.3%) survived
and one (1.7%) died; while in the severe category, there were
30 cases of which there were 12 (40%) survivors and 18 (60%)
non-survivors.
The median age for all patients was 57 years (IQR, 47-67 years).
Around seven (40%) of the non-survivors in the severe category
were aged 50-59 years, while two (11%) were aged above 80
years. There were significantly more older individuals who died
than those who survived. Majority of the patients, 62 (68.9%) were
20

The median lactate dehydrogenase levels of the survivors, 272.8
U/liter and 323.0 U/liter, were significantly lower than those of the
non-survivors, 640.91 U/liter and 391.3 U/liter [IQR, 345.3-514.4],
for both the non-severe and the severe groups (p < 0.001, and p
< 0.001, respectively).
In the severe category, the median C-reactive protein levels
was significantly higher among the non-survivors (13.9 mg/liter
[IQR, 11.5-19.43] vs. 9.84 mg/liter [IQR, 4.88-16.25], p < 0.001).
Also, the median ferritin levels among those who survived was
significantly lower relative to those who did not (1,646.3 μ/liter
[IQR, 926.2-2,446.7] vs. 1,859.2 μ/liter [IQR, 1,246-2,671.5], p =
0.0010).
The procalcitonin levels was significantly higher among the nonsurvivors relative to those who survived across both severe (0.60
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ng/ml [IQR, 0.19-2.01] vs. 0.12 ng/ml [IQR, 0.06-0.19], p < 0.001)
and non-severe (0.25 ng/ml vs. 0.05 ng/ml [IQR, 0.02-0.12], p <
0.001) categories.
CARDIAC BIOMARKERS
The median tCK level, 173.6 U/liter (IQR, 83.4-287.3) was
significantly higher among non-survivors than those who survived
across both categories (463.59 U/liter vs. 123.98 U/liter [IQR,
76.0-213.1], p = 0.039) and (178.5 U/liter [IQR, 149.4-276.6] vs.
158.7 U/liter [IQR, 115.0-193.0], p = 0.016).
The median hsTnI for all patients was 0.009 ng/ml (IQR, 0.0040.026). It was significantly higher among non-survivors than
those who survived for both severe (0.028 ng/ml [IQR, 0.0130.127] vs. 0.012 ng/ml [IQR, 0.005-0.025], p < 0.001) and nonsevere cases (0.046 ng/ml vs. 0.006 ng/ml [IQR, 0.003-0.010],
p < 0.001). Among those with elevated hsTnI levels, the median
was 0.016 ng/ml [IQR, 0.027-0.185].
No statistical significance for CK-MB isoenzyme levels across
both categories was found.

COMPLICATIONS AND CLINICAL OUTCOMES
Among the non-survivors in the severe category, two (11.1%)
developed ventricular tachycardia. There were four (4.4%)
patients who developed new onset atrial fibrillation in the severe
category and only one (5.6%) did not survive. Among the 26
patients who were in need of vasopressor support in the severe
category, there were significantly more non-survivors who
required vasopressors than those who survived (15, 83.3% vs.
6, 50%, p = 0.011). Also, of the 28 patients who were intubated
in this study, 16 (57.1%) died, whereas 12 (42.9%) survived (p =
0.001).
Thirty-six (46.8%) individuals developed acute respiratory
distress syndrome, and 16 (88.9%) in the severe category did
not survive (p < 0.001). Acute kidney injury was noted among
those who did not survive relative to those who did in the severe
category (10, 55.6% vs. 6, 50%, p < 0.001). Among the twentyone (23.3%) patients in the severe category who had secondary
infections during the course of admission, ten (55.6%) did not
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survive while six (50%) did (p < 0.001). At study cut off, a total of
66 (77.6%) patients were discharged from the hospital improved,
while there were 19 (22.4%) who died, one (5.3%) in the nonsevere and 18 (94.7%) in the severe category. The patient in the
non-severe category died from brainstem failure secondary to
hemorrhagic stroke.
ASSOCIATION OF CARDIAC BIOMARKERS WITH THE
PRIMARY COMPOSITE ENDPOINTS AND DISEASE SEVERITY
Table 6 shows the Spearman rho correlation analysis of cardiac
biomarkers with the primary composite endpoints and disease
severity. There was significant weak positive association between
elevated tCK levels and disease severity (R, 0.251, p = 0.017);
ICU admission (R, 0.357, p = 0.001); need for intubation (R,
0.321, p = 0.002); and in-hospital mortality (R, 0.313, p = 0.003).
High sensitivity troponin I had significant moderate positive
association with in-hospital mortality (R, 0.434, p = <0.001), while
it had significant weak positive association between disease
severity (R, 0.379, p = <0.001); ICU admission (R, 0.357, p =
0.001); and intubation (R, 0.346, p = 0.001).
ASSOCIATION OF ELEVATED CARDIAC BIOMARKERS WITH
IN-HOSPITAL MORTALITY
The binary logistic regression analysis for elevated cardiac
biomarkers with in-hospital mortality is shown in Table 7.
Univariate analysis showed that elevated levels of tCK and of
hsTnI were associated with increased risk of dying. Results of
the multivariate regression analysis, showed that the two cardiac
biomarkers were independently associated with in-hospital
mortality among COVID patients.
Figure 2 shows the ROC curve for the cardiac biomarkers with
in-hospital mortality. It shows that hsTnI was a better predictor
for in-hospital mortality than tCK. The ROC, cutoff and AUC of
the ROC curve analysis with in-hospital mortality is shown in
Table 8. At 0.015 ng/ml reference value, hs troponin I was a good
significant predictor for in-hospital mortality (AUC, 0.829 [95%
CI, 0.735-0.923]), p < 0.001), while creatine kinase was a poor
significant predictor (AUC, 0.677 [95% CI, 0.531-0.823], p =
0.018) at 168 U/liter.
The optimal cutoff value for hsTnI of 0.010 ng/ml (J, 0.574; d,
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Figure 2: Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) Curve for Cardiac
Biomarkers with In-hospital Mortality Among COVID-19 Patients.

0.311) was lower than the reference limit
of 0.015 ng/ml used in this study. It had
a corresponding sensitivity of 84% (TPR,
0.842 [95% CI, 0.604-0.966]), a specificity
of 73% (TNR, 0.732 [95% CI, 0.614-0.831]),
accuracy of 76% (0.756 [95% CI, 0.6540.840]), a positive likelihood ratio of 3.147
(95% CI, 2.044-4.844) and a negative
likelihood ratio of 0.216 (95% CI, 0.0760.615). It had a negative predictive value
of hsTnI of 95% (NPV, 0.945 [95% CI,
0.849-0.989]) which increased to 99% after
adjustment to the known prevalence was
done (Known prevalence*Adjusted NPV,
0.989).
In contrast, creatine kinase had a larger
optimal threshold of 173 U/liter (J, 0.392;
d, 0.439) than the reference limit used in
this study of 168 U/liter. It had a sensitivity
of 63% (TPR, 0.632 [95% CI,0.384-0.837]),
and specificity of 76% (TNR, 0.761 [95%
CI, 0.645-0.854]). After adjustment to
the known prevalence of COVID-19, the
negative predictive value 89% (NPV, 0.885
[95% CI, 0.778-0.953]) increased to 98%
(Known prevalence*adjusted NPV, 0.975).

DISCUSSION
Recent epidemiologic and clinical studies
of influenza and other acute inflammatory
conditions have demonstrated an
association of an event leading towards
acute coronary syndrome in patients with
long-standing coronary artery disease and
those with risk factors for atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease, i.e., diabetes,
hypertension, dyslipidemia, smoking
obesity, inactive lifestyle and significant
family history of heart disease.7-12 Both
severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), formerly
referred to as the 2019 novel coronavirus
(2019-nCoV), and the Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERSCoV) share the same pathobiochemical and
biomechanical mechanisms of myocardial
damage which increase the difficulty and
complexity of patient treatment.13
It was also shown that during acute
infections, the following risk factors for
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, like
hypertension, cigarette smoking, diabetes
mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and obesity,
further add to the already heightened risk
for acute coronary events among those with
long term coronary artery disease.14-16
Collated data from China, Italy, and the US
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showed that older individuals with COVID-19 with underlying
cardiovascular and other comorbidities, have a higher risk to
develop adverse clinical outcomes and to mortality, as compared
to those younger and healthier adults.14-17
Bonow et al recognized that patients with underlying
cardiovascular disease which can be mostly seen in older
people had more unfavorable outcomes and death during
serious and aggressive inflammatory reactions to COVID-19
compared to younger and healthier individuals.18 Likewise, two
cohorts demonstrated the association of myocardial injury with
increased fatality rate among older patients with preexisting
cardiovascular comorbidities and diabetes.19-20
Myocardial injury is one of the more clinically significant
manifestations of COVID-19. It is not yet well known how this
is brought about by SARS-CoV-2 infection due to a lack of
randomized controlled trials and the acuteness of this global
pandemic. Current data suggest that the interaction between
SARS-CoV-2 and cardiac angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE-2) receptors may precipitate myocardial damage. One
of the proposed mechanisms is that cardioprotection provided
by angiotensin 1-7 is hindered by the downregulation of
ACE-2 receptors thereby resulting in increased inflammatory
cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα).21 Other
hypothesized mechanisms of myocardial injury include induction
of interstitial fibrosis in the myocardium by activation of TGFβsignaling by SARS-CoV-2, exaggerated cytokine response
by T-Helper cells (both type 1 and type 2), as well as strong
interferon-mediated immune reactions.21
These acute coronary events result from the severe increase
in myocardial demand triggered by infections that precipitate
myocardial injury or type 2 myocardial infarction.14-17 Additionally,
during severe systemic inflammatory stress, the circulating
cytokines released could also lead to atherosclerotic plaque
instability and rupture.14-17 Wang et al postulated that the increase
in metabolic demand brought about by the viral infection
potentiates the imbalance and reduce the cardiac reserve
thereby making chronic cardiovascular diseases unstable.13
Most epidemiologic studies enrolled more severe cases than
non-severe ones,8-10 but in this study, there were more cases
in the non-severe category than in the severe category. The
findings in this study of marked elevation of acute inflammatory
markers, i.e., neutrophil count, AST, serum ferritin, LDH, creatine
kinase, D-dimer, and hs-CRP among subjects with COVID-19
who developed complications were all in congruence with other
international and local studies.22-26
This study showed similar findings that older patients with
co-morbid conditions were predisposed to increase adverse
events.12, 26, 28-33 Additionally, it was shown that creatine kinase
and hsTnI had a direct association with disease severity and the
primary composite endpoints (ICU admission, intubation, and
mortality). The strength of correlation was generally weak, except
for that of hsTnI with in-hospital mortality where it was moderate.
Direct correlations of both tCK and hsTnI with disease severity
and the primary composite endpoints were shown in this study.
These could be ascribed to the actual myocardial injury caused
by the SARS-CoV-19 similar to what was observed in other
previous studies.13,15,19, 20

also demonstrated that the majority of the mortalities have
acute myocardial injury as evidenced by increased levels of
hsTnI.12,13,15, 20, 26, 34 The demonstration of the value of cardiac
troponin to in-hospital mortality among COVID-19 patients
resembles other previous investigations.12,13,15,19, 20 Those
laboratory-confirmed patients with elevated hsTnI levels were
eight times more likely to succumb to the disease relative to
those who did not. Also, the odds that COVID patients were more
likely to die when they have elevated levels of tCK was increased
four times as opposed to those who have normal levels.
The AUC analysis of the ROC curve further showed that hsTnI
was a good predictor for in-hospital mortality, while creatine
kinase was a poor significant predictor of in-hospital mortality.
Evaluating the 95% CI showed that the lower limit of tCK was
0.531. Anything below the threshold limit of 0.6 would have no
value as an instrument, hence nullifying its significance as a tool
for predicting in-hospital mortality.
As with other previous studies, the severity of damage to the
myocardium was reflected by the increase in hsTnI levels,
where the more severe the damage, the more the patient was
predisposed to adverse clinical outcome and mortality.12,13,15,19,
20
The extent of insult might affect myocardial function which
could draw hemodynamic instability anytime. Hence, the positive
association of the biomarker with in-hospital mortality among
patients with COVID infection existed.
Studies have shown that high specificity is one characteristic
of an extremely good screening test to avoid large numbers
of false positives.36-37 The cutoff analysis revealed an optimal
cutoff value for hsTnI of 0.010 ng/ml in predicting myocardial
injury which was directly associated with in-hospital mortality
among COVID-19 patients, and it was specific to as high as
83%, and was sensitive to as high as 97% at the most. If the
test was negative, one can be 99% confident that there was no
myocardial injury resulting from COVID-19 infection. Seventy-six
percent of those who will exceed the threshold will be correctly
classified as having myocardial damage. The probability of
having myocardial injury is increased by 20% when hsTnI levels
exceed 0.010 ng/ml among COVID-19 patients, whereas it is
decreased by 30% when hsTnI levels are below 0.010 ng/ml.

CONCLUSION
In this small study of 90 rRT-PCR positive COVID-19 patients with
cardiac biomarker determinations, high sensitivity troponin I level
is a good tool in significantly predicting in-hospital mortality.

LIMITATIONS
A much bigger sample size will ensure more robust conclusions.
There were missing data on some of the variables, such as
symptoms pre-admission (4/90, [4.4%]) and eventual disposition
(5/90, [5.5%]).
KEYWORDS
Coronavirus disease-2019. COVID-19. Predictors of In-hospital
mortality. Cardiac biomarkers. HS troponin I. ROC analysis. AUC
analysis. Cutoff analysis.

As with other international and local studies, this study
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